Name of the Tool

Image Source

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.imagesource.com/

Subject

Photograph collections
Images, Photographic

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Image Source Trading Ltd.

Brief History

Image Source founded in 1999.

Scope and Coverage

Their full collection of royalty free images produced by award winning
photographers from around the world.

Kind of Information

Image Source offers a huge stock photo collection of premium royalty free images.
Produced by both Image Source and their third party partners.
Image Source is a leading, independent photography agency. Widely celebrated for
creating trend-driven imagery with high production values, they provide advertisers,
publishers, brands and the corporate sector with impactful, effective, emotionally
intelligent Rights Managed and Royalty Free imagery for visual communications.
Their collection of premium Rights Managed images offers a comprehensive range
of subjects and concepts to choose from, ideal whatever their requirements. Produced
by Image Source contributors and third party partners, Image Source’s RM imagery
offer premium quality, exclusivity and control.
With offices in London and New York, Image Source is exclusively committed to
professional, premium photographers worldwide.
Every contributor is assigned their own highly-experienced Art Director, offering the
inside line on what’s selling and what’s trending, helping to nail a great commercial
image.
They provide access to the largest distribution network in the industry, meaning
contributor’s images get placed in the best spots, on the best sales outlets, at the best
price. Advanced image upload and royalty reporting tools have been designed and
built to the precise needs of professional
photographers.
Fresh, professional talent is always welcome
at Image Source. For a personal portfolio
review by an Image Source Art Director,
please fill out the form and click Submit.

Special Features

 Unlike many stock photography agencies, they offer the flexibility of multiple
license types.
 Users can use the royalty free images wherever and whenever they want, for as
long as they want.
 Basic and advanced search facilities are available.
 Users can share photos from this site to social media.
 Users can refine their search using multiple options at a time.
 Users can copy URL of every image to clipboard for further use.

Arrangement Pattern

Images are arranged categorically and these categories are alphabetically arranged.
Popular categories are listed below of the home page,
As for example,

Remarks

Image Source add over 3,500 new images every month to their collection, so users
will always have fresh images to choose from.

Comparable Tools

 ImageShack ( http://www.imageshack.us/)
 Getty Images ( http://www.gettyimages.in/)

Date of Access

April 27, 2017

